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Section 1 Introduction

 

Color spaces, especially the RGB color space, have been widely used by the computer
vision community to analyze color images. The first application of color space analysis was
image segmentation by partitioning a color histogram into Gaussian clusters [1]. Shafer pro-
posed that, illuminated by a single light source, a cluster of uniformly colored dielectric
objects in the color space forms a parallelogram defined by two color vectors, namely the
specular reflection vector and the body reflection vector [2]. This is also known as the
dichromatic reflectance model [3]. Subsequently, Klinker, Shafer and Kanade [4][5] demon-
strated that the cluster actually forms a 

 

T-shape

 

 in the color space instead of a parallelogram,
and they separated the body reflection component and the specular reflection component by
geometrically clustering a scatter plot of the image in the RGB color space. They used the
separated body reflection component for segmentation of a color image without suffering
from disturbances of highlights in the image. This method is based on the assumption that
the directions of surface normals in an image are widely distributed in all directions. This
assumption guarantees that both the body reflection vector and the specular reflection vector
will be visible. Therefore, their algorithm cannot handle cases where only a few planar sur-
face patches exist in the image. Recently, Novak and Shafer [6] examined the features of
clusters caused by surface roughness and interreflection.

Techniques to separate the two reflection components by using a polarization filter have
also been studied. Wolff [7] has shown that the specular reflection component can be suc-
cessfully separated from the body reflection component in a black and white image by using
a polarization filter. Recently, Nayar, Fang and Boult [8] introduced the technique to sepa-
rate the two reflection components by using polarization in the case of a color image and
produced very impressive experimental results.

Recently, Funt and Drew introduced an algorithm to separate two different body reflec-
tion components, no-bounce body reflection and one-bounce body reflection, from reflection
on convex surfaces of uniform color and diffuse reflectance [9]. We found that the algorithm
we introduce in this paper is equivalent to their algorithm in the sense that two reflection
components are separated by using their different colors.

Two other techniques which have been used to analyze images are 

 

shape from shading

 

and 

 

photometric stereo

 

. The shape from shading technique introduced by Horn [10] recovers
object shapes from a single intensity image. In this method, surface orientations are calcu-
lated starting from a chosen point whose orientation is known 

 

a-priori

 

, by using the charac-
teristic strip expansion method. Ikeuchi and Horn [11] developed a shape from shading
technique which uses occluding boundaries of an object to iteratively calculate surface ori-
entation. Woodham [12] proposed a new technique for shape recovery which uses multiple
images with different light source locations. His technique does not rely on assumptions
such as the surface smoothness constraint. Nayar, Ikeuchi and Kanade [13] developed a
technique for recovering object shape and reflectance without any knowledge of surface
reflectance. The techniques used by Woodham and Nayar are collectively called 

 

photometric
stereo

 

; the object shape is recovered based on intensity change due to different light source
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directions.

In this report, we propose a new technique to analyze object shape and surface properties
from color images. We observe how the color of the image changes with a moving light
source in a four dimensional “RGB plus light direction” space, which we call

 

 

 

the

 

 temporal-
color space

 

. (The temporal-color space is defined in Section 2.3.) The proposed technique
does not require any knowledge of surface reflectance. Only 

 

local

 

 information is needed in
our analysis. In other words, we can recover the surface orientation and reflectance based on
color change at each pixel individually. This method has been successfully applied to real
color images, resulting in the decomposition of pixel intensities into the specular and body
reflection components, which are subsequently used to recover surface orientation and
reflectance.

In Section 2, the temporal-color space is introduced and compared with the spaces cur-
rently used in color and photometric analysis. Our proposed algorithm to decompose reflec-
tion into the two reflection components in the temporal-color space is described in Section
3. The results of experiments conducted using objects of different types of materials are pre-
sented in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

 

Section 2 Temporal-Color Space

 

The spaces most commonly used in color space analysis and in photometric stereo are the
RGB (Red-Green-Blue) color space and the (image intensity - light source direction)
space, respectively. In this paper, we propose a new space called the “

 

temporal-color space”

 

in order to analyze color change with time, which cannot be analyzed in either the RGB
color space or the  space. This chapter describes these three spaces and their relation-
ships with one another. Note that in this paper, the term “pixel value” refers to pixel inten-
sity.

 

2.1. The RGB Color Space

 

An image intensity  is determined by the spectral distribution of incident light to the
camera and the camera response to the various wavelengths , i.e.,

 

(EQ1)

 

A color camera has color filters attached in front of its sensor device. Each color filter has
a transmittance function  which determines the fraction of light transmitted at each
wavelength . Then, pixel intensities , and  from red, green, and blue channels of the
color camera are given by the following integrations:

I θs–

I θs–

I

h λ( ) s λ( )

I s λ( )h λ( )dλ∫=

τ λ( )
λ I R IG, I B
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(EQ2)

 

where  are the transmittance functions of the red filter, green, and blue fil-
ters, respectively. The three intensities ,  and  form a  color vector  which repre-
sents the color of a pixel in the RGB color space.

 

(EQ3)

 

Klinker, Shafer, and Kanade [4][5] demonstrated that the histogram of dielectric object
color in the RGB color space forms a T-shape (Figure 1). They clustered the two compo-
nents of the T-shape in order to separate the specular reflection component and the body
reflection component. 

A significant limitation of the method is that it works only when surface normals in the
image are well distributed in all directions. Suppose that the image has only one planar
object illuminated by a light source which is located far away from the object. Then, all pix-
els on the object are mapped to a single point in the color space because observed color is
constant over the object surface. The T-shape converges to a single point in the RGB color
space which represents the color of the object, because the plane has uniform color. As a
result, we cannot separate the reflection components. This indicates the dependence of the
method on global information, and thus it cannot be applied locally.

 

2.2. The (Intensity - Light source direction) Space

 

Nayar, Ikeuchi, and Kanade [13] analyzed an image sequence given by a moving light
source in the  space. They consider how the pixel intensity changes as the light source
direction, , varies in the

 

 viewer-centered coordinate system 

 

(Figure 2). 

The pixel intensity from a monochrome camera is written as a function of :

 

(EQ4)

 

where  represents intensity change with respect to a light source direction . Note that
the spectral distribution of incident light to the camera  is generally dependent on geo-
metric relations such as the viewing direction and the illumination direction. However, as an
approximation, we assume that the function  is independent of these factors.

The vector  shows how pixel intensity changes with respect to light source
direction in  space (Figure 3).

I R τR λ( )s λ( )h λ( )dλ∫=

IG τG λ( )s λ( )h λ( )dλ∫=

I B τB λ( )s λ( )h λ( )dλ∫=

τR λ( ) τG λ( ) τB λ( ), ,
I R IG I B 3 1× C

C

I R

IG

I B

τR λ( )s λ( )h λ( )dλ∫
τG λ( )s λ( )h λ( )dλ∫
τB λ( )s λ( )h λ( )dλ∫

= =

I θs–

I θs–

θs

θs

I θs( ) g θs( ) s λ( )h λ( )dλ∫=

g θs( ) θs
h λ( )

h λ( )

p θs I θs( ),( )
I θs–
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As opposed to analysis in the RGB color space, the  space analysis is applied
locally. All necessary information is extracted from the intensity change at each individual
pixel. Nayar used the  space to separate the surface reflection component and the body
reflection component, using a-priori knowledge of the geometry of the “photometric sam-
pler” [13]. 

2.3. The Temporal-Color Space

Neither the RGB color space nor the  space can be used to separate the two reflec-
tion components using local pixel information without resorting to relatively strong assump-
tions. To address this weakness, we propose a new four dimensional space, which we call
the temporal-color space. The four dimensional space is spanned by the R, G, B, and 
axes. The term “temporal-color space” implies an augmentation of the RGB color space
with an additional dimension that varies with time. This dimension represents the geometric
relationship between the viewing direction, illumination direction, and surface normal. In
our paper, we keep the viewing direction and surface normal orientation fixed. We vary the
illumination direction with time, taking a new image at each new illumination direction.
(The same information could be obtained if we kept the illumination direction and surface
normal’s orientation fixed, and varied the viewing direction, or if we kept the viewing direc-
tion and illumination direction fixed, and varied the surface normal orientation.) 

The temporal-color space can be thought of as a union of the RGB color space and the
 space. By omitting the  axis, the temporal-color space becomes equivalent to the

RGB color space, and by omitting two color axes, the temporal-color space becomes the
 space. Each point in the space is represented by the light source direction  and the

color vector which is a function of :

(EQ5)

(EQ6)

The temporal-color space represents how the observed color of a pixel  changes
with time while the direction of the light source  changes (Figure 4). Note that, in Figure
4, the dimension of the temporal-color space is reduced from four to three for clarity. In this
diagram, one axis of the RGB color space is ignored. 

Section 3 Decomposition of Reflection

3.1. Reflectance model

The hybrid reflectance model (Appendix A) proposed by Nayar, Ikeuchi, and Kanade

I θs–I θs–I θs–

I θs–

I θs–

θS

I θs– θs

I θs– θs
C θs( ) θs

p θs C θs(,( ) )

C θs( )

I R θs( )

IG θs( )

I B θs( )

g θs( ) τR λ( )s λ( )h λ( )dλ∫
g θs( ) τG λ( )s λ( )h λ( )dλ∫
g θs( ) τB λ( )s λ( )h λ( )dλ∫

= =

C θs( )
θs
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[13] is used as the reflectance model for dielectric materials in our experiments. From
(EQ28) and (EQ29) in Appendix A, the pixel value  in the viewer-centered coordinate
system (Figure 2) is given by:

(EQ7)

(EQ8)

where  is the spectral distribution of incident light.  is the geometrical term of
the incident light (EQ26).  is the spectral response of the camera.  and  are the
spectral reflectance distributions of the body reflection component and the specular reflec-
tion component, respectively (EQ23). In (EQ7) and (EQ8),  and

 correspond to  in (EQ4).  and  correspond to 
in (EQ4).

 for an extended light source obeys the following formula (Appendix B):

(EQ9)

The hybrid reflectance model is valid when there is no interreflection and there is only
one light source. Therefore, our algorithm cannot be applied when there is interreflection, or
when there are multiple light sources with different spectral distributions. Our algorithm can
only be applied to images taken under the illumination of a single spectral distribution, in
the absence of interreflection.

3.2. Decomposition of reflection in the temporal-color space

In this section, the algorithm used to separate the two reflection components in the tem-
poral-color space is described. Using red, green, and blue filters, the coefficients  and ,
in (EQ8), become two linearly independent vectors,  and , unless the colors of the two
reflection components are accidentally same:

(EQ10)

I θs( )

KLL θs θn–( ) θs θn–( )cos KSL θs θn–( )δ 2θn θs–( )+=

I θs( ) I body θs( ) I specular θs( )+=

KL s λ( )c λ( )cL λ( )dλ
λ
∫=

KS cs s λ( )c λ( )dλ
λ
∫=

c λ( ) L θs θn–( )
s λ( ) cL λ( ) cS

L θs θn–( ) θs θn–( )cos

L θs θn–( )δ 2θn θs–( ) g θs( ) c λ( )cL λ( ) csc λ( ) h λ( )

I θs( )

I θs( ) KL θs θn–( )cos KSL θs 2θn–( )+=

KL KS
K
˜ L K

˜ S

K
˜ L

kLR

kLG

kLB

τR λ( )s λ( )c λ( )cL λ( )dλ
λ
∫

τG λ( )s λ( )c λ( )cL λ( )dλ
λ
∫

τB λ( )s λ( )c λ( )cL λ( )dλ
λ
∫

= =
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(EQ11)

These two vectors represent the colors of the body and specular reflection components in
the dichromatic reflectance model [3].

First, the pixel intensities in the R, G, and B channels with  different light source direc-
tions, are measured at one pixel. It is important to note that all intensities are measured at the
same pixel. The intensity values are shown in Figure 5. 

The three sequences of intensity values are stored in the columns of an  matrix .
The matrix is called the temporal-color matrix. Considering the hybrid reflectance model
and two color vectors in (EQ9), (EQ10), and (EQ11), the intensity values in the R, G, and B
channels can be represented as:

(EQ12)

where the two vectors  and  represent the intensity values of the body and specular
reflection components with respect to the light source direction . Vector  represents the
body reflection color vector. Vector  represents the specular reflection color vector. We
call the two matrices  and , the geometry matrix and the color matrix, respectively. The
color vectors and the  axis span the space in the temporal-color space. We call the space
spanned by the color vector  and the  axis the body reflection plane, and the space
spanned by the color vector  and the  axis the specular reflection plane.

K
˜ S

kSR

kSG

kSB

cS τR λ( )s λ( )c λ( )dλ
λ
∫

cS τG λ( )s λ( )c λ( )dλ
λ
∫

cS τB λ( )s λ( )c λ( )dλ
λ
∫

= =

m

m 3× I

I I
˜R I

˜G I
˜B=

θs1 θn–( )cos L θs1 2θn–( )

θs2 θn–( )cos L θs2 2θn–( )

⋅ ⋅
⋅ ⋅

θsm θn–( )cos L θsm 2θn–( )

kLR kLG kLB

kSR kSG kSB

=

D
˜ L D

˜ S

K
˜ L

T

K
˜ S

T
=

DK≡

D
˜ L D

˜ S
θs K

˜ L
K
˜ S

D K

θs
K
˜ L

T θs
K
˜ S

T θs
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In the case of a conductive material, such as metal, (EQ12) becomes 

(EQ13)

because there exists only the specular reflection component.

Suppose we have an estimation of the color matrix . Then, the two reflection compo-
nents represented by the geometry matrix  are obtained by projecting the observed reflec-
tion stored in  onto the two color vectors  and .

(EQ14)

where  is a  pseudoinverse matrix of the color matrix .

This derivation is based on the assumption that the color matrix  is known. It can be
seen from (EQ11) that the specular reflection color vector is the same as a light source color
vector. Several algorithms have been proposed to estimate illuminant color [14][15].

3.2.1. Estimation of the illuminant color

1. According to the dichromatic reflection model [3], the color of reflection from a
dielectric object is a linear combination of the body reflection component and the
specular reflection component. The color of the specular reflection component is
equal to the illuminant color. In the x-y chromaticity diagram, the observed color
of the dielectric object lies on a segment whose endpoints represent the colors of
the body and specular reflection components. By representing the color of each
object as a segment in the chromaticity diagram, the illuminant color can then be
determined from the intersection of the two segments attributed to the two objects
of interest (Figure 7) [14][15].

2. Tominaga and Wandell [15] indicated that the spectral power distributions of all
possible observed color, of a dielectric object with a highlight, exist on the plane
spanned by the spectral power distributions of the body reflection component and
the specular reflection component. They called this plane the color signal plane.
Each object color forms its own color plane. The spectral power distribution of the

I I
˜R I

˜G I
˜B=

D
˜ SK

˜ S
T

=

L θs1 2θn–( )

L θs1 2θn–( )

⋅
⋅

L θs1 2θn–( )
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K

D
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˜ L K

˜ S

D IK
+
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+
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specular reflection component, which is the same as the spectral power distribution
of the illuminant, can be obtained by taking the intersection of the color planes.
The singular value decomposition technique was used to determine the intersection
of color planes.

In our experiment, the row  of the color matrix, , which represents illumination color,
is estimated using a method similar to the first method described above.

First, several pixels of different colors in the image are manually selected (Figure 27).
The observed reflection color from those selected pixels is a linear combination of the body
reflection component and the specular reflection component. By plotting the observed
reflection color of each pixel in the x-y chromaticity diagram over the image sequence, we
obtain several line segments in the x-y chromaticity diagram. The illuminant color can then
be determined by the intersection of those line segments in the diagram. This is shown in
Figure 7 for the case of the real image shown in Figure 27.

This technique is limited to the case that there are objects of different colors in the image.
In other words, if the image contains objects of only one color, the light source color cannot
be estimated. In those cases, the illumination color is obtained by measuring the color vector
of the light source directly.

However, the other row  of the color matrix cannot be obtained in the same manner
because it depends on the material of the object. Fortunately, in order to solve this problem,
we can use the fact that the distribution of the specular reflection component for the
extended light source is limited to a fixed angle , determined by the geometric relation
between the diffuser and the point light source ((EQ30) and (EQ31) in Appendix B). This
fact results in the following important lemma.

3.2.2. Estimation of the color vector of the body reflection component

If two vectors, ( ) are sampled on the  axis at an interval
greater than , at least one of these vectors is equal to the color vector of the body
reflection component . This vector has no specular reflection component. It is
guaranteed that both vectors  exist in the row space of the color matrix 
spanned by the basis  and . Therefore, the desired color vector of the body
reflection component  is the vector  which subtends the largest angle with
respect to the vector  (Figure 8). The angle between the two color vectors can be
calculated as:

(EQ15)

Once we get the color matrix , the geometry matrix  can be calculated from (EQ14)
(Figure 9). 

Once the matrix  has been obtained, the loci of the body reflection component and the

K
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T
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specular reflection component in the temporal-color space can be extracted as shown in
(EQ16) and (EQ17):

(EQ16)

(EQ17)

The loci on the body reflection plane and the specular reflection plane is shown in Figure
6. Note that the dimension of the temporal-color space is reduced from four to three for clar-
ity. In this diagram, the blue channel is omitted.

Section 4 Experimental Results

4.1. Experimental setup

The algorithm outlined in this report was applied to color images of several kinds of
objects, a shiny dielectric object, a matte dielectric object, and a metal object, in order to
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed algorithm. The surface normal and the albedo of
the objects were obtained using the algorithm. The algorithm was applied to the metal object
to demonstrate that it also works in the case where only the specular reflection component
exits. The algorithm was subsequently applied to each pixel of the entire image to extract the
needle map of the object in the image. The object shape was recovered from the needle map.
Finally, the decomposed two reflection components are used to create image sequences of
each of the two reflection components.

In our experiment, a lamp shade whose diameter is 20 inches is used as the light diffuser.
The object is placed inside the spherical diffuser. It is important to note that the use of the
light diffuser for generating an extended light source is not essential for the algorithm to
separate two reflection components. It is only used for avoiding camera saturation when
input images are taken. With the light diffuser, highlights observed on objects become less
bright and distributed in larger area of the objects’ surfaces. The algorithm introduced in the
paper can be applied to images taken without a light diffuser when the objects are not very
shiny.

A SONY CCD video camera module model XC-57 to which three color filters (#25, #58,
#47) are attached, is placed at the top of the diffuser. A point light source attached to a
PUMA 560 manipulator is moved around the diffuser on its equatorial plane. The whole
system is controlled by a SUN SPARC workstation through a LISP program. A geometry of
the experimental setup is shown in Figure 10. The maximum dispersion angle  (EQ31) of
the extended light source is determined by the fixed diameter  and the distance from the
point light source to the surface of the diffuser  which is controlled from a workstation
(Figure 31).

I body D
˜ LK

˜ L
T

=

I specular D
˜ SK

˜ S
T

=
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4.2. Fitting algorithm

After the geometry matrix  has been recovered, the two curves ((EQ18) and (EQ19))
are fitted to the body and specular reflection components, respectively. A gaussian curve is
used as the approximation of  ((EQ30), (EQ31), and (EQ33)) of the specular
reflection component.

(EQ18)

(EQ19)

 and  are the direction of the surface normal.  and  are the albedos of the
specular and body reflection components, respectively.

4.3. A shiny dielectric object

A green plastic cylinder with relatively smooth surface was used in this experiment (Fig-
ure 11).

Figure 12 shows the measured intensities plotted in the temporal-color space with the
blue axis omitted. The intensity values were normalized by using the sensor model
explained in [16]. Note that the intensity values around the maximum intensity contain both
the body reflection component and the specular reflection component (EQ9). On the other
hand, the intensity values for  contain only the body reflection component. The
curve for  and  lies inside the body reflection plane in the temporal-color
space, whereas the curve for  does not lie inside the body reflection plane.
This is because the intensities values for  are linear combinations of the
body color vector  and the specular color vector .

The algorithm for separating the two reflection components, described in Section 3.2,
was applied to the measured data. The red, green, and blue intensities are initially stored into
the temporal-color matrix  as its columns (Figure 5 and (EQ12)). Then, the temporal-color
matrix  is decomposed into the geometry matrix  and the color matrix . The columns of
the resulting geometric matrix  is plotted in Figure 13. Note that the body reflection com-
ponent and the specular reflection component have the shapes corresponding to the func-
tions  and , respectively, as shown in (EQ9). Figure 14 shows the
result of the decomposition of the reflection in the temporal-color space. It is evident from
this figure that the measured intensity in the temporal-color space (Figure 12) has been suc-
cessfully decomposed into the body and specular reflection components using our algorithm
described in Section 3.2.

The body reflection plane and the specular reflection plane are shown in Figure 15. This
diagram is the result of viewing Figure 14 along the axis. Note that the slope of the
specular reflection plane is  in the diagram. This is because the specular reflection vector
(EQ11) has been normalized to

D

L 2θn θs–( )

A1 θs A2–( )cos A3+

B1exp
θs B2–( )–
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B3
2

----------------------------
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(EQ20)

The body reflection plane is shifted towards the green axis because the color of the
observed object is green in this experiment.

The result of the fitting procedure described in Section 4.2 is shown in Figure 16. From
the result, we obtain the direction of the surface normal, and the albedos as the follows: the
surface normal ( ) , the albedo of the specular reflection component ( )

, and the albedo of the body reflection component ( ) . Notations , and
 follow (EQ18) and (EQ19).

4.4. A matte dielectric object

A green plastic cylinder with a relatively rough surface was used in this experiment (Fig-
ure 17).

The measured intensities are plotted in the temporal-color space (Figure 18) in the same
manner as explained in Section 3.2. Note that the width of the specular reflection component
is larger than that in the previous experiment. This is mainly attributed to different surface
roughness of two plastic cylinders. It seems that the width can be an important and revealing
indication of surface roughness from observed images. The interpretation of the width is a
subject of further study.

The intensity is decomposed into the two reflection components according to the algo-
rithm shown in Section 3.2. The result of the decomposition is shown in Figure 19. Note that
the directions of the specular reflection plane and the body reflection plane are same as those
in the case of the previous shiny green plastic cylinder. The specular reflection plane does
not change its direction because the color of the specular reflection component  is that of
the light source (Figure 6). In other words, the specular reflection component has the same
spectral as the light source. Also, the correspondence of the direction of the body reflection
component is due to similarity of surface colors of the two plastic objects despite of their
different surface roughness.

Figure 20 depicts the result of curve fitting to the decomposed two reflection compo-
nents. The surface normal and the albedos of the two reflection components obtained are:
the surface normal ( ) , the albedo of the specular reflection component ( )

, and the albedo of the body reflection component ( ) .

Note that the standard deviation of the Gaussian curve representing the specular reflec-
tion component (  in (EQ19)) is . This value is greater than that of the shiny plastic
object ( ). The difference is consistent with the fact that the matte object’s surface
roughness is larger than the shiny object’s surface roughness. Further study is necessary to
make any quantitative statement about the relationship between the standard deviation and
the surface roughness.

K
˜ S
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------- 1
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-------, , 
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4.5. A metal object

The dichromatic reflection model [3] cannot be applied to non-dielectric objects such as a
metallic specular object. As an example of those objects, an aluminum triangular prism was
used in this experiment (Figure 21). This type of material does not have the body reflection
component but only the specular reflection component. This results in the fact that the
matrix  has a rank of 1 when the object is metallic.

The measured intensities shown in Figure 22 indicate that the reflection from the alumi-
num triangular prism possesses only the specular reflection component. This observation is
justified by the result of the decomposition of the two reflection components (Figure 23).
The body reflection component is negligibly small compared to the specular reflection com-
ponent.

4.6. Shape recovery

In the previous sections, the decomposition algorithm was applied to real color images in
order to separate the two reflection components using intensity change at a single pixel. In
other words, the reflection components were separated locally. After this separation, the sur-
face normal and albedo at each pixel were obtained by nonlinear curve fitting of the two
reflection components models ((EQ18) and (EQ19)) to the decomposed reflection compo-
nents. The surface normal of the pixel is  and , and the albedos are  and  in those
equations. We repeated the same operation over all pixels in the image to obtain surface
normals over the entire image. Then, the needle map and the depth map of the object in the
image were obtained from those recovered surface normals. 

We used a purple plastic cylinder as the observed object in this experiment. The image is
shown in Figure 24. Results of the curve fitting of the body reflection component were used
to obtain surface normal directions. The resulting needle map is shown in Figure 25. The
depth map of the purple plastic cylinder is obtained by a simple integration method. Figure
26 depicts the resulting depth map.

4.7. Generating body reflection image and specular reflection image

By using the pixel-based separation algorithm, we can easily generate images of the two
reflection components. The algorithm was applied to all pixels of the input images locally,
and each separated reflection component was used to generate the body reflection image and
the specular reflection image. Figure 27 shows one frame from the input image sequence.
All pixels in the image are decomposed into two reflection components by using the algo-
rithm described in this paper. The result of the body reflection image and the specular reflec-
tion image are shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29, respectively. Note that the input image is
successfully decomposed into the images of the two reflection components, even though the
input image has a complex object with many color regions on the surface. This is because
the proposed algorithm is pixel-based and does not require global information. In this kind
of situation, the traditional separation algorithm based on the RGB color histogram would
easily fail because clusters in the RGB color space become crowded and obscure, so that
clustering in the RGB space becomes impossible. On the other hand, since our algorithm is

I

B2 2⁄ A2 B1 A1
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pixel-based and applied to each pixel separately, the two reflection components can be suc-
cessfully separated even in the face of inconspicuous specular reflection.

Section 5 Conclusions

We propose temporal-color space analysis as a new concept for color image analysis,
where the body reflection component and the specular reflection component from the
dichromatic reflection model span subspaces. We have presented an algorithm to separate
the two reflection components at each pixel from a sequence of color images and to obtain
the surface normal and the albedo without prior knowledge of the reflectance properties. The
significance of our method lies in its use of local (i.e., pixel-based) and not global informa-
tion of intensity values in the images. This characteristic separates our algorithm from previ-
ously proposed algorithms for segmenting the body reflection component and the specular
reflection component in the RGB color space. 

Our algorithm has been applied to objects of different materials to demonstrate the algo-
rithm’s effectiveness. We have successfully separated the two reflection components in the
temporal-color space and have obtained surface normals and albedos of the two reflection
components. In addition, we are able to reconstruct the shape of the objects.
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 Appendix A: Hybrid reflectance model

A mechanism of reflection is described in terms of three reflection components, namely
the specular spike, the specular lobe, and the diffuse lobe. These reflection components are
represented by the Beckmann-Spizzichino model [17], the Torrance-Sparrow model [18] (or
the Beckmann-Spizzichino model), and the Lambertian model, respectively [19]. The model
of reflection mechanism which accounts for all three components is usually too complicated
to be used for actual applications: it is useful to simplify this reflection model into a simpler
model [13]. On a very rough surface, distributions of the specular spike and the specular
lobe with respect to a light source direction  have a large overlap around a specular angle.
As a result, it is not easy to separate these two components. On the other hand, the two dis-
tributions converge into a narrow angle around the specular angle when a wavelength is
comparable to the surface roughness, i.e., when the surface is reasonably smooth. Therefore,
the specular spike and the specular lobe can be combined as the specular reflection compo-

θi
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nent as a reasonable approximation [13]. A unit impulse function is used to approximate the
specular component. The Lambertian model is also used to represent the diffuser lobe com-
ponent which is also called the body reflection component. The reflectance model which has
the specular and body reflection components is named the hybrid reflectance model by
Nayar [13]. Nayar used the hybrid reflectance model for analyzing reflection, which
includes both the surface and body reflection components [13]. In the hybrid reflectance
model, the intensity of an image in each pixel is expressed as

(EQ21)

where  is the body reflection component and  is the specular reflection component.

The dichromatic reflection model in the two dimensional planar case can be represented
in terms of the bidirectional spectral-reflectance distribution function (BSRDF) proposed by
Nicodemus et al. [20] as:

(EQ22)

where  is the BSRDF, and are the spectral reflectance distributions, and
 and are the geometrical terms. The subscripts  and  refer to the body

reflection component and the specular reflection component, respectively.  and  are the
incident angle and the reflecting angle, respectively, as shown in Figure 30.

In most reflection models, it is assumed that the body reflection component has a spectral
distribution different from that of an incident light, while the surface reflection component
has the similar spectral distribution. Lee called this model the neutral-interface-reflection
(NIR) model [21]. Considering the NIR model, (EQ22) is written as:

(EQ23)

Since we assumed that the body reflection component is modeled by the Lambertian
model, and the surface reflection component is modeled by a unit impulse function, geomet-
rical terms and in (EQ23) become

(EQ24)

Substituting (EQ24) into (EQ23), we get

(EQ25)

On the other hand, the intensity of incident light onto the object surface (and not into the
camera) is represented as:

(EQ26)

I I L IS+=

I L IS

f r θi θr λ, ,( ) cL λ( )gL θi θr,( ) cS λ( )gS θi θr,( )+=

f r cL λ( ) cS λ( )
gL θi θs,( ) gS θi θs,( ) L S

θi θs

f r θi θr λ, ,( ) cL λ( )gL θi θr,( ) cSgS θi θr,( )+=

gL θi θr,( ) gS θi θr,( )

gL θi θr,( ) max 0 θicos,[ ]=

gS θi θr,( ) δ θi θr–( )=

f r θi θr λ, ,( ) cL λ( ) θicos cSδ θi θr–( )+=

Li θi λ,( ) c λ( )L θi( )=
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where is the spectral distribution and is a geometrical term of incident light onto
the object surface. The intensity of light reflected on the object surface and coming into the
camera can be expressed as the product of and the BSRDF . Finally, the
pixel value  is given by:

(EQ27)

where is the spectral response of a camera.

The hybrid reflectance model is expressed by (EQ27). Changing the coordinate system
into the viewer-centered coordinate system shown in Figure 2, (EQ27) becomes

(EQ28)

where

(EQ29)

 Appendix B: Extended light source

An extended light source is used in our experiments instead of a point light source. The
extended light source is generated by a spherical diffuser which is composed of white light-
diffusing material. The geometry of the diffuser is shown in Figure 31.

The distribution of the extended light source is given by:

(EQ30)

This distribution is limited to the interval  where 

c λ( ) L θi( )

Li θi λ,( ) f r θi θr λ, ,( )
I

I θi θr,( ) s λ( )Li θi λ,( ) f r θi θr λ, ,( )dλ
λ
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L θi( )δ θi θr–( )cS s λ( )c λ( )dλ
λ
∫

L θi( ) θicos sλ( )c λ( )cL λ( )dλ
λ
∫ +=
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λ
∫=

s λ( )
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(EQ31)

A derivation of this formula is shown in Appendix of [13]. 

The hybrid reflectance model (EQ7) can be rewritten using the extended light source as
follows:

(EQ32)

Therefore, 

(EQ33)

where

(EQ34)

(EQ33) shows that the intensity curve with respect to a direction of the extended light
source is a linear combination of a cosine curve representing the body reflection component
and the curve representing the specular reflection component (Figure 32).

α R
R H+
--------------acos=

I θs( ) L θ θs,( ) θ θn–( ) τ λ( )s λ( )c λ( )cL λ( )dλ
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Figure 1  T-shape in the RGB color space (synthesized data)

Figure 2  The viewer centered coordinate system
 is a surface normal and  and  denote the angle between the viewing direction 
and the light source direction and the angle between the viewing direction and the 

surface normal.
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Figure 3  The space

Figure 4  The temporal-color space (synthesized data)

Figure 5  Measurement at one pixel (synthesized data)
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Figure 6  The body reflection place and the specular reflection plane (synthesized data)

Figure 7  Estimation of illuminant color in the x-y chromaticity diagram
Those three pixels of different colors are manually selected in the image (Figure 27).
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Figure 8  The estimation of the color vector 

Figure 9  The geometry matrix  (synthesized data)
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Figure 10  The geometry of the experimental setup

Figure 11  Green shiny plastic cylinder
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Figure 12  Measured intensities in the temporal-color space

Figure 13  Decomposed two reflection components
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Figure 14  Loci of two reflection components in the temporal-color space

Figure 15  The body reflection plane and the specular reflection plane
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Figure 16  The result of fitting

Figure 17  Green matte plastic cylinder
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Figure 18  Measured intensities in the temporal-color space

Figure 19  Decomposed two reflection components
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Figure 20  The result of fitting

Figure 21  Aluminum triangular prism
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Figure 22  Locus of the intensity in the temporal-color space

Figure 23  Decomposed two reflection components
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Figure 24  Purple plastic cylinder

Figure 25  Needle map



Figure 26  Recovered object shape

Figure 27  Multicolored object
The three pixels of different colors are manually selected in the image.
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Figure 28  Body reflection image

Figure 29  Specular reflection image



Figure 30  Hybrid reflectance model

Figure 31  Geometry of the extended light source

Figure 32  Two reflection components under an extended light source
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